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Theory of excess noise of a quantum dot in the presence of a microwave field
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The power spectrum of excess noise of a quantum dot coupled to two leads and irradiated by a microwave
field of frequencyV is derived exactly by directly solving the Heisenberg equation. We found that forG
,\V, whereG is the linewidth of the intradot energy level, the power spectrum can be nonzero even if the
averaged current is zero. This property originates from photon-assisted tunneling and is very different from the
shot noise in steady state. ForG@\V, our results are consistent with the recent experiment by Schoelkopf
et al. and previous theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the investigation of shot noise has become
of the most active subjects in mesoscopic physics. In cont
to equilibrium thermal noise, shot noise is a nonequilibriu
time-dependent fluctuation in current, originating from t
discreteness of the charge of the carriers.1,2 Since the shot
noise reflects the temporal correlations of the current fluc
tions, it can provide more information on the kinetics of t
electrons than the conductance and the current-voltage c
acteristics, which are related only to the time-averag
current.3,4 Up to now, most of the studies on shot noise
mesoscopic systems have concentrated on steady-state
port phenomena. The main issue is to study the suppres
or enhancement of the power spectrum of the shot no
either by the Pauli exclusion principle or by Coulomb inte
actions between electrons.5 Another interesting problem is
how to probe the high frequency behavior of the power sp
trum of shot noise. Recently, Aguado and Kouwenhov
proposed a measurement setup for detecting quantum n
over a wider frequency range using inelastic transitions i
tunable two-level systems as a detector.6 The systems studied
include quantum point contacts, double-barrier junctio
chaotic cavities, disordered conductors, normal-met
superconductor hybrid structures, quantum Hall effect s
tems, ferromagnetic single-electron tunneling devices,
~see the references in Refs. 1 and 3!.

Shot noise involving time-dependent transport pheno
ena has received less attention. Several years ago, Les
and Levitov7 proposed a gedanken experiment with a co
ductor driven by dc and ac external fields in which th
studied the shot noise affected by ac excitation, and fo
that it had a quite different behavior from the current, due
two-particle interference.8 Very recently, Schoelkopfet al.9

investigated the shot noise in time-dependent transport
diffusive metallic conductor irradiated by a monochroma
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~19!/13032~5!/$15.00
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microwave ~MW! field. They observed the ‘‘photon
assisted’’ shot noise of a phase-coherent wire. The obse
power spectrum exhibits frequency-dependent features
ing all the signatures of photon-assisted tunneling~PAT!,
while the conductance is completely unaffected by the M
field because of the linearity of the system.9

Various effects of PAT on transport properties, such
the linear conductance and theI -V characteristics, have bee
studied extensively for a long time.10 In the last decade, PAT
has been investigated in a variety of systems, includ
quantum dots,11 double quantum dots,12 semiconductor
superlattices,13 and mesoscopic superconductor-normal h
brid systems.14 The essential effect of PAT on transpo
properties is that the electrons tunneling through the sys
can exchange energy with MW fields, opening new inelas
tunneling channels and introducing many effects such as
sideband effect, the turnstile effect, photon-electron pum
ing, etc.15

In this paper, we study the shot noise of a quantum
system coupled to two leads irradiated by MW fields. Tw
different frequency regimes have been studied in detail.
G,\V, we find the following.~1! The power spectrum o
the shot noise can be nonzero even if the averaged curre
zero, which originates from the PAT. This is very differe
from the shot noise in steady state where the shot noise m
be zero if the current vanishes.1 ~2! dS0 /dVdc

L vs e0 is asym-
metric for then-PAT and2n-PAT processes~n is an inte-
ger!, quite different from the behavior of the conductanc
which is symmetric withe0. ForG@\V, our results are very
consistent with the recent experiment by Schoelkopfet al.9

and the previous theory by Lesovik and Levitov7 for a
single-channel coherent conductor with a time-dependent
tential.

II. MODEL AND FORMULATION

In order to study the important physics of shot noise
fected by MW fields, we shall focus on transport in th
13 032 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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neighborhood of a single Coulomb oscillation peak. The
fore we can simply assume that the dot has only one sin
state and the Coulomb interaction can also be neglec
Then the system is described by the following Hamiltonia

H5 (
k,bPL,R

ekb~ t !akb
† akb

1S (
k,bPL,R

vkbakb
† c1H.c.D 1e0c†c, ~1!

whereakL
† (akL),akR

† (akR), andc†(c) are creation~annihila-
tion! operators in the left lead, the right lead, and the d
respectively. The term in parentheses denotes the tunne
part which is time independent. Here the dot energye0 is
controlled by the gate voltagevg :e0(vg)5e0

02evg .16 We
assume that the MW fields are applied only on the two lea
not on the dot. Under the adiabatic approximation, the M
field causes only a rigid shift of the single-electron ene
ekb(b5L,R), ekb(t)5ek2eVdc

b 2eVac
b cosVt, but does not

change the distributions of the electrons in the left and
right leads.17

The current operatorĵ L(t) of the electrons flowing from
the left lead into the quantum dot can be calculated from
evolution of the total number operator of the electrons in
left leads, ĵ L(t)52(d/dt)(kakL

† (t)akL(t) ~in units of \5e
51). Then we deduce the operatorsakb(t) andc(t) by di-
rectly solving the Heisenberg equations. First we assume
the tunneling term between the dot and two leads is tur
on at timet0, i.e., for t,t0, the three subsystems~the left
lead, the dot, and the right lead! are in local equilibrium
states, which gives the initial conditions for the Heisenb
equations. So fort.t0 from the Heisenberg equations on
has

i
]

]t
c~ t !5e0c~ t !1 (

k,bPL,R
vkb* akb~ t !, ~2!

i
]

]t
akb~ t !5ekb~ t !akb~ t !1vkbc~ t !. ~3!

Introducing the linewidth function of the intradot statee0 ,
Gb(e)[2prb(e)uvb(e)u2 (b5L,R), in which rb(e) is the
density of states in leadb andvb(ek)5vkb ; and taking the
wide-bandwidth approximation,14 under whichGb is inde-
pendent of energy, the coupled differential equations Eqs~2!
and ~3! @with the initial conditionakb(t)u t5t0

5akb(t0) and

c(t)u t5t0
5c(t0)#, can be solved exactly:

c~ t !5e2( i e01G/2)(t2t0)c~ t0!2 ie2( i e01G/2)t

3E
t0

t

dt1@AL~ t1!1AR~ t1!#, ~4!

akb~ t !5expS 2 i E
t0

t

ekb~t!dt D Fakb~ t0!2 i E
t0

t

dt1

3expS i E
t0

t1
ekb~t!dt D vkbc~ t1!G , ~5!

whereG[GL1GR , andAb(t)(b5L,R) is defined as
-
le
d.
:
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ng

s,

y

e

e
e
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g

Ab~ t !5e( i e01G/2)t(
k

vkb* expS 2 i E
t0

t

ekb~t!dt D akb~ t0!.

~6!

Then we lett0→2`, noting that the terms includingc(t0)
in Eqs. ~4! and ~5! approach zero, which means that th
system’s behavior at timet(t.t0) does not correlate with the
initial ( t052`) occupation number on the dot. Substitutin
Eq. ~5! into the current operator, one has

ĵ L~ t !5 i @e( i e02G/2)tAL
†~ t !c~ t !2H.c.#2eGLc†c~ t !. ~7!

Let I L(t)5^ ĵ L(t)&, where^•••& denotes the ensemble ave
age for the state att052`. Then one can obtain the time
dependent and time-averaged currents immediately; they
the same as those obtained by the nonequilibrium Gr
function method.18 Now we proceed to calculate the nois
which is generally defined as19 S(t)[^D ĵ L(t1)D ĵ L(t11t)
1D ĵ L(t11t)D ĵ L(t1)& t1

, whereD ĵ L(t)[ ĵ L(t)2^ ĵ L(t)& and

the subscriptt1 stands for the time average overt1. Substi-
tuting the current operatorĵ (t) into this definition and taking
the Fourier transformation, the spectral density of the no
can be obtained exactly. Here we show only the ze
frequency spectral densityS0:

S052 (
n,m,n1 ,m1

E de

2p

dn1n1 ,m1m1
GLGR

~Em
2 1G2/4!~En

21G2/4!

3 (
bPL,R

Jn~ab!Jm~ab!$Jn1
~ab!Jm1

~ab!GLGRf b~e!

3@12 f b~e8!#1Jn1
~ab̄!Jm1

~ab̄! f b~e!@12 f b̄~e8!#

3@EmEn1G2/42GLGR#%, ~8!

in which Em[e2e01mV, e8[e1mV2n1V, ab

5eVac
b /V(b5L,R), and b̄5R if b5L, otherwise b̄5L.

Equation~8! represents the total noise spectral density,
cluding the thermal noise and the shot noise. Because o
opening of multiple inelastic tunneling channels, the expr
sion for the noise becomes more complicated. Without
MW fields, S0 reduces to the well-known steady-state fo
mula,

S052E de

2p (
b5L,R

$T2f b~e!@12 f b~e!#

1T~12T! f b~e!@12 f b̄~e !#%, ~9!

in which T(e)5GLGR /(E0
21G2/4) is the Breit-Wigner

transmission probability. Note that Eq.~9! consists of the
thermal noise which vanishes at zero temperature and
shot noise which exists only for̂I &Þ0. If T50 and ^I &
50, the total noise is zero. However, in the presence of M
fields, since to the electrons tunneling through the dot
absorb or emit photons, both thermal noise and shot n
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will change significantly. The noise becomes nonzero eve
T50 and ^I &50. In the following, we study two differen
regimes:G,V andG@V.

III. THE CASE WITH GËV

This is the typical parameter region for quantum d
systems.11,12 For this case, the effects of PAT on the ave
aged current or the conductance have been extens

FIG. 1. S0 vs e0 at zero bias (Vdc
L 5Vdc

R 50); whereGL5GR

50.05, T50, andV51. Different curves correspond toaL5aR

50.4, 0.7, 1.0, and 1.4 from bottom to top. Insets~a! and ~b! are
schematic diagrams showing the PAT processes which can c
shot noise but not the averaged current.~a! e052V; ~b! e05V.
The inset~c! showsS0 vs a at e050.5 ~solid curve!, and the dashed
curve isGJ0

2(a)J1
2(a) vs a for comparison.

FIG. 2. ~a! dS0 /dVdc
L vs e0. ~b! d^I &/dVdc

L vs e0. The parameters
areGL5GR50.1, T50, V51, andVdc

L 5Vdc
R 50. Different curves

correspond toaL5aR50 ~dotted curve!, 0.7 ~dashed curve!, and
1.0 ~solid curve!. The left (e052V) and right (e05V) insets in
~b! are schematic diagrams showing the variation of PAT proce
whenVdc

L changes slightly. The change of the net current is posi
in both insets, but the change of the noise is negative in the left
positive in the right inset.
if

t
-
lyinvestigated.11 In the following, we set temperatureT50 and
focus on the properties of the excess noise in the presenc
photon-assisted processes. Figure 1 presentsS0 vs e0 at zero
dc bias and for symmetrical MW fields~i.e., aL5aR5a).
Note that for this case~1! the averaged currentI is always
zero, no matter whether the MW fields exist or not;~2! with-
out the MW fields, one hasS050 since the shot noise i
related to the current in the steady state. However, in
presence of the MW fields, the shot noise will be nonze
This is due to the fact that the electrons tunneling through
barriers can absorb or emit photons, opening extra inela
channels. Arounde05nV(n561,62, . . . ), theshot noise
changes significantly, within the energy range ofG. This can
be understood as follows. Whilee052V ~or 0.e0.2V),
electrons of the two leads can first tunnel into the intra
level e0, and then by absorbing a photon tunnel out of the
through the left or the right barrier to the left or right lea
@see inset~a! in Fig. 1#. Note that this process does not giv
rise to any net averaged current, but it can cause shot n
Therefore, the shot noise increases dramatically whene0
passes through2V. Similarly, the shot noise decrease
whene0 passes throughV @see inset~b! of Fig. 1#. The inset
~c! of Fig. 1 showsS0 vs a at e050.5 ~solid curve! and the
function GJ0

2(a)J1
2(a) ~dashed curve!, which is the noise

due to the process depicted in inset~a! of Fig. 1. The two
curves are almost identical for smalla indicating that the
shot noise really originates from the PAT processes
scribed above. For largea, multiple photon processes be
come more and more important, causing the difference
tween the two curves. In Fig. 1 one sees that a small
appears whene0 approaches zero. For example, ase0 ap-
proaches zero from positive values, the dot state will gra

se

es
e
d

FIG. 3. ~a! dS0 /dVdc vs Vdc; ~b! dS0
2/dVdc

2 vs Vdc. The param-
eters areGL540, GR520, e050, V51, andT50.05. Different
curves correspond toaL52aR50 ~dashed curve!, 1.1, 1.4, 1.7,
and 2.2, respectively. Different solid curves in~b! have been offset
by 0.025 along the vertical axis for clarity.
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ally be occupied by electrons because of the finite width
the resonant state~if e050, the occupation number in th
state just equals 1/2!, so the PAT processes mentioned abo
@inset ~b! of Fig. 1# will be slightly blocked by the Paul
exclusion principle, leading to a slight decrease of the s
noise.

Figure 2~a! showsdS0 /dVdc
L vs e0, while the conductance

d^I &/dVdc
L is also shown in Fig. 2~b! for comparison~for the

behavior of d^I &/dVdc
L , see Refs. 11 and 18!. The dotted

curve in Fig. 2~a! denotes the steady-state case, showing
maxima at e056G/2, corresponding to the transmissio
probability T51/2; while the dashed and solid curves rep
sent the results with PAT. In addition to the positive pea
emerging ate05nV(n51,2, . . . ), there are also negativ
peaks ate052nV. Notice that this property is very differen
from the behavior of the conductance where alln-PAT pro-
cesses give positive peaks. The heights of the peaks
nonmonotonically with the power of the MW field. This ca
be understood from the insets of Fig. 2 as follows.~1! If e0 is
slightly larger thanV, the electrons at the Fermi level of th
two leads cannot jump into the intradot levele0, even by
absorbing a photon. However, whenVdc

L increases slightly,
the process become possible@as shown by the dashed arrow
in the right inset of Fig. 2~b!#, leading to an increase of th
shot noise. Therefore, a positive peak emerges atV. ~2! On
the contrary, whene052V, the electrons at the levele0 can
jump to a state above the Fermi level of the left lead. Ho
ever, if Vdc

L increases slightly@see the left inset in Fig. 2~b!#,
this process will be prohibited by the Pauli exclusion pr
ciple, leading to a decrease of the shot noise. So a neg
peak emerges ate52V. Note that the averaged current al
changes in the above two processes, but the change
always positive.

IV. THE CASE WITH GšV

Let Vdc(Vdc5Vdc
L 2Vdc

R ) vary in a range of a fewV and
set e0 to be zero, so one also hasG@Vdc. By setting a
[aL2aR , our noise formula, Eq.~8!, will approximately
reduce to the result obtained by Lesovik and Levitov@see Eq.
~1! in Ref. 9!. Figure 3 showsdS0 /dVdc andd2S0 /dVdc

2 vs
f

e

ot

o

-
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-

-
ive
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Vdc. Here we takeTÞ0 but very small andVac
L 52Vac

R ~i.e.,
aL52aR , which is the situation in the experiment b
Schoelkopf et al.!. In Fig. 3~a! one can clearly see tha
dS0 /dVdc vs Vdc exhibits a series of steps, with a step wid
of V and heights proportional toJn

2(a)(n50,61,62, . . . ).
Correspondingly,d2S0 /dVdc

2 vs Vdc exhibits a series of
peaks with the peak spacing ofV, heights related toJn

2(a),
and the half-width of the peak determined by temperatureT.
It should be mentioned that the averaged currentI is approxi-
mately equal to 4eGLGRVdc/2pG, independent of the MW
field. These results are very consistent with the experim
by Schoelkopfet al.9 and the previous theory by Lesovik an
Levitov.7 This is because, in this case, the quantum do
strongly coupled to the two leads, so the dot in the reson
tunneling condition is approximately equivalent to a sing
conducting-channel conductor, similar to the system stud
in the experiment by Schoelkopfet al.9

It should also be pointed out that, forG@V, S0 will still
be nonzero even if̂I &50 andT50.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we investigated the excess noise in a qu
tum dot system in the presence of photon-assisted proce
For the case ofG,V, we found that the excess power spe
trum of the shot noise can be nonzero even if the avera
current is zero; anddS0 /dVdc

L vs e0 is asymmetric for the
n-PAT and2n-PAT processes, quite different from the b
havior of the conductance, which is symmetric withe0. This
result has not been reported before to our knowledge
deserves further experimental tests. For the opposite cas
G@V, our results are very consistent with the recent exp
ment by Schoelkopfat al. and the previous theory by Leso
vik and Levitov.
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